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DREAMS ON WHEELS
Discrimination to Dignity

Kishan Daulat (52) has been suffering from leprosy since childhood. While Kishan used to work as a daily wage
laborer and occasionally sell samosas to other shops, the isolation and alienation he was subjected to remains
to be one of the most painful experiences of his life. People would not come near or sit with him or even share
food. Despite hard work, Kishan hardly used to earn 200-300 rupees per day, which was insignificant in meeting
the needs of his family consisting of his wife and two children.  His hands and legs would be swollen after a little
while as a result of leprosy. This situation changed after project Jaagruti. Funded by the Hans Foundation and
implemented by CBM India along with its partner organization The Leprosy Mission in Amravati, the intervention
programs offered him the much needed monetary support and medical support. Kishan received a grant amount
of 16,000 rupees towards the purchase of needed materials for starting a road side eatery. 

KISHAN DAULAT RAO BHATKAR 
Belmandli, Amravati, Maharashtra
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Kishan now dreams of expanding his
business to a more urban area
where he believes can earn him
much more than what he currently
does. He also wants to add more
items to his menu. As a father, he
aspires to provide better facilities
and good education to his children.
Kishan recalls that if he hadn’t
known about Project Jaagruti, his
life would have never changed. The
aspirations of Kishan are
unhindered by his disability, and he
now sees a long way to go for
himself and for many others around!

The 90 days Thematic Skill Training
Program offered as part of the
project enhanced Kishan’s existing
knowledge and helped him gain
control over his life with confidence.
An excited Kishan says, “There was
no looking back since then”. He is
self-employed now, and no longer
works for others. His shop sells
freshly made snacks such as
samosa, kachori and sweets to
locals. 

“Being born in poor circumstances is something we don’t have
any control on, but with the right support and guidance, we too

can earn a good living..” - Kishan



EXPLORING NEW
HORIZONS 

From creating ruckus in the neighbourhood to being
respected in the community

Mental disability is often thought of as a great inability, hindering cognitive and intellectual abilities. Not
only does it make the person dependent but also disadvantaged. Such was the story of Asha. Owing to her
daily struggle with mental disability, Asha could not pick up any kind of skill from her childhood. Her mental
disability made it difficult for her to focus on anything. Asha would often seem stressed out, and fidgety to
others. By the time she grew up, she lost her parents and was looked after by her siblings. Her sister
recollects that she would often fight with other family members and create chaos in the house. Neighbours
would mistreat and mock her. Little did they realise that; it was the lack of care and attention that made
Asha very volatile. The team from CBM who were visiting the village, came to know about Asha and
persuaded her family to make her part of Project Jaagruti. After the initial hesitation, Asha’s family agreed.

ASHA
Akola, Beed, Maharashtra
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Further discussions and sessions followed with the field
coordinators of the project after which Asha,
accompanied by her sister, went to the neighbouring
village to attend a 90-day Thematic Skill Training
Program following which she was offered a loan of
16,000 rupees to purchase goats. Her family thought it
was the best option available for her and bought two
lambs. Asha would look after them well; feed them and
take them out to graze. She would diligently take care
of the goat's wellbeing and even provide medicines
when needed. This engagement with the goats
throughout the day had given Asha the much-needed
mental solace apart from helping her earn money.
Currently, after deducting her monthly expenses, Asha
earns around two to four thousand every month. 

Asha has also joined a local savings group where she
manages to save money on a monthly basis. She is
accompanied by her sister for the regular group
meetings. Her sister and others in the village recall how
Asha has changed over time, “there is tremendous
improvement in the behaviour of Asha after the
intervention.” Asha is now overjoyed and her sister who
looks after her is planning of expanding her business by
securing a loan from the group. 

Asha has set an example of how mental disability can be
overcome by practicing a regular activity. The periodic
review and counselling by the project staff from CBM
have helped her and her family in understanding and
handling the situation. The activity of rearing goats has
fostered a sense of compassion in her. She now leads a
happy life. The efforts of CBM in bringing about this
change offers valuable lessons for everyone.
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SURPASSING 
HURDLES 
The little man with big dreams

Kundalik Ashok Kukde shares a story of despair, diligence
and endurance. For a quiet boy like him, life seemed halted
and unfair. Kundalik had never seen the world, as he was
visually impaired since birth. He needed support for
comprehending the nuances of human life, along with the
much-needed competencies to sustain his daily needs
amongst all these odds. However, as Kundalik grew up, his
family who used to work in a nearby sugarcane factory,
found it extremely had to manage work and attend to him.

KUNDALIK ASHOK KUKDE
Kerewadi, Beed, Maharashtra
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To overcome this challenge Kundalik’s father set up
small a grocery store at home so that Kundalik’s
grandfather could stay at home, earn a livelihood and
also take care of him. Even while the shop went on,
Kundalik never used to be part of it and spent his time
sitting idle at home after school. It’s during this time
that the team from Project Jaagruti approached them
and encouraged Kundalik to be part of the project. 

With an initial seed fund from CBM, Kundalik’s family
was able to renovate the grocery store. And with
handholding from the community mobilizers, and
encouragement from family members, Kundalik gained
confidence to look after the store’s operation with help
from his grandfather. This changed his life forever. As
he started spending more time at the store, he learned
to move around with confidence. 

Kundalik gradually started to deal with customers
alone, recognize the arrangement of items in shelf and
maintain the cash counter. “I manage to reach the shelf
to find a particular commodity by counting the number
of steps from my seating position.”

“Earlier Kundalik could not differentiate between a 1
rupee, a 2 rupee or 10 rupees note. Now he can touch,
feel and recognize the notes by himself. This has
enabled him to manage the store alone, the cash
counters, and customers”, recalls Ganshyam Asharba
Kukde, Kundalik’s grandfather.

Each day counts when you work, says Kundalik who
now feels financially empowered, “My journey has just
begun. I had many obstacles, my family and team from
CBM supported me immensely.” 
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CREATING A HAPPIER
TOMORROW 

The story of Rajjo tells us that human spirit is one of
perseverance, ability and courage

 

The story of Rajjo Ramu Dhurve is one that exemplifies the power of aspirations and working hard towards it.
Born with locomotor disability in a poor family, Rajjo thought of himself as useless since he could not contribute
to running the household. Because of his disability he found it extremely difficult to even walk. After a few
minutes of walk, he would develop extreme pain in his legs and back.  But often in life one is offered a chance to
change one’s destiny and so was the case for Rajjo. On one bright day, members from CBM India came to his
village for a survey to find persons with disabilities who could be supported for starting their own enterprises.
After listening to the details of Project Jaagruti, Rajjo said he instantly trusted the facilitators.  “I didn’t have
anything. So, there was no fear of losing anything,” recollects Rajjo.

RAJJO RAJU DHURVE
Rahu, Amravati, Maharashtra
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Once all the relevant documents were collected
and forms were filled, he began with a 90-day
training in goat farming. This training included
modules on injections and vaccinations for
goats, the timeline of when and how these are
to be carried out, nursing of sores and injuries
and information related to goat fodder etc. He
was also trained in setting up sheds and to
make separate enclosures for the goats with an
emphasis on its importance. Rajjo recalls how
initially he didn’t know anything about goat
farming but post the training period he began
developing a keen interest. Starting off with 5
goats that he purchased using 25,000 rupees
seed fund he received, he now owns 19 goats
and aspires to expand the enterprise to a larger
scale. 

What is a better way of gaining expertise at
something than teaching it to others! With the
recommendation and help of the project team,
Rajjo converted his enterprise into a
demonstration centre which would help people
from the local community to come see and learn
about goat farming. In his first time as a trainer,
he went on to train 50 candidates, in batches of
10 each!

Rajjo feels that in the span of just a few months
he went from feeling inconsequential to feeling
productive and finding a purpose in life. He
believes if it was not for CBM and its partner
organisations, he wouldn’t have felt this
empowered and learned such profound skills. In
the time to come, he hopes to increase the
number of goats he owns by 3-4-fold, and with
the resulting profits, venture into new
businesses.
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THE RESILIENCE STORE
From asking others for help to to setting up his own

shop, Rupchanda’s story is an inspiration for all.

The story of Rupchand Chatur is one that shows us the power of resilience and strength of the human spirit.
Having born with a locomotor disability which left him handicapped from the waist downwards and being in a
poverty-stricken family of five; Rupchand grew up in extremely difficult conditions. His father passed away
when he was just a child, in a few years his elder brother moved out and his younger brother left home for
studies. Since his mother would go out for work to make ends meet, he had to attend to all the household
chores despite his physical condition. The small government handicap pension amount Rupchand received was
hardly enough to help him cover his day-to-day expenses. ‘In Barda, the abled workers are able to secure jobs
by availing government schemes, but for people with disabilities, it is extremely difficult to earn a living.’ Over
the years he began going around begging to support himself. Living on the charity of others was often
mortifying, but, with no other choice he continued doing so. 

RUPCHAND CHATUR
Berda Barda, Amravati, Maharashtra
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Having seen his life change drastically
after the intervention, he hopes that
others in similar situation be given the
support needed to become self-
sustaining. A gleeful Rupchand
concludes, "Earlier, I used to roam
around here and there hoping to earn
something, but now since I have a shop I
don’t roam around. I’m able to stay
home and earn a living for myself"

In 2019, at the age of 49, Rupchand
happened to meet a community
mobilizer from The Leprosy Mission
(partner organization of CBM India) who
told him about Project Jaagruti and
shared all relevant information. Through
the project, Rupchand was trained,
mentored and also received an amount
of 25, 000 rupees which helped him set
up a small shop in which household
items like biscuits, snacks, sweets, soaps
and shampoos etc. are sold. Even though
beedi and pan related items sell well, he
believes these aren’t good for one’s
health, hence Rupchand does not sell
such items in his shop. While growing up,
it was impossible for Rupchand to
imagine owning a shop and earning a
living thorough it. But now he earns
around 300 rupees a day and is hopeful
that his shop will grow in time.

"Earlier, I used to roam around here and there hoping to earn
something, but now since I have a shop I don’t roam around. I’m

able to stay home and earn a living for myself"- Rupchand
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FROM DARKNESS TO
LIGHT 

Sharath’s story of setting up and running an online information
centre despite being visually impaired, is a story of awe.

Born in 1990, in Borana Village, Amravati, Maharashtra, Sharath’s impaired vision did not stop him
from running two successful enterprises. He lives with his two children, wife and his parents. Sharath
suffered from a congenital eye condition called Diplopia, which causes double vision. Despite trying
various treatments, his condition only worsened with age. While the doctors gave up on finding a cure
for his eye condition, Sharath continued to stay motivated all through his growing years and secured
a degree in pursuit of livelihood.  After graduating in 2016, Sharath worked as an agricultural labourer
for two years. He had difficulty focusing because he had only 60% of his vision. The work demanded
him to lift heavy loads and toil in the sun throughout the day. He often had debilitating headaches
and would have to return home, completely shutting himself down to regain his consciousness. 

SHARATH DASHARATH ATHULE
Borana, Amravati, Maharashtra
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With one laptop that was provided by CBM as
a part of the project, Sharath started 'Apka
Sarkar Seva Kendra', an online centre, which
helps people in his village to apply for
Aadhar, Pan card, Govt schemes, fill out
applications, etc. As his business grew, he
expanded the centre to now a Krishi Seva
Kendra (an Agriculture Service Centre).
Having worked as an agricultural labourer, he
knew the importance of essential
commodities like pesticides, fertilizers, seeds
etc. reaching the farmers in time. With this
understanding, he along with his wife, a
graduate in Bachelor of Agriculture, Sharath
applied for a license from the Government to
formally start the centre in his village.

'Being part of a joint family, all my earnings
from working used to go to my father.
Through Project Jaagruti, I not only have
enough income to support my family and
save some for myself, I am now also able to
think of expanding my business', Sharath
exclaims. 
 

In the year 2020, Sharath came across Project
Jaagruti, during a survey conducted in his
village by a teacher he knew. This was part of
an initiative supported by CBM India Trust
which identifies people with disabilities and
provides them training and financial support
empowering them to start small scale
enterprises. The team helped Sharath get a
disability certificate from Amaravati, after
which he attended a 90-day Thematic Skill
Training to understand how to run a
business.
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CHANGING MINDSET
Shobha used to get dropped from work as a daily wage labourer for

being deaf. Now she runs a dairy with her mother-in-law.

“People with disabilities should be able to start their own businesses,” says Sobha Inderjeet Soni; from Varapagaon,
Ambajogai taluk, in Maharashtra’s Beed district. 'My daughter-in-law has a hearing disability accompanied by speech
impediments since birth,' Saraswati Rui Das Soni, her mother-in-law translates her sign language. Growing up she faced a
lot of ridicule from her peers because of hearing disability. Doctors told her that it was not possible to restore her hearing
by operating on her. They prescribed a hearing aid that allows her to only hear a bit. Shobha often does not realize when
someone calls her, and this has made it hard for her to get a job. Any work was sparse and she was rarely rehired. Lack of
knowledge and practice of disability inclusion at her work, made her job as a daily wage labourer even harder. 

SHOBHA INDRAJEET SONI
Varapagaon, Beed, Maharashtra
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During a survey conducted in her village as part of
Project Jaagruti - an initiative supported by CBM India
Trust which identifies people with disabilities and
provides them training and financial support to start
small scale enterprises, she was identified as a
beneficiary. 

After discussing various livelihood options with the
team, she chose to set up a dairy trade. Her mother-in-
law supported her decision and helped her by
attending the training sessions and setting up her
enterprise. Through the knowledge gained during the
training, she was able to understand the
responsibilities related to taking care of cattle. 
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Through the Thematic Skill Training which lasted for 90
days, she learnt how to determine the cost of raw
materials, where to buy them, cost of running the
business, knowledge on vaccination required for the
cattle, different products made from milk, market
linkages, profit margins etc. 

She now earns 200 rupees per day by selling milk to the
dairy. “I buy groceries for the house and support my
two children now. I enjoy working at my dairy more
than being a daily wage labourer,” says Shobha with
beaming confidence and a big smile. She also wants to
expand her business and start a goat business as well.



 FREEEDOM WALK
From sitting at home to running her own

poultry business Maya’s story is one of true grit.
 

The story of Maya who hails from Beed, Maharashtra is one
of courage. Being born with locomotor disability, Maya had
great difficulty in spatial movement. For a long time, Maya
could not find suitable work and remained dependent on
her family. Disability had proven a great road blocker for
her, and life remained uncertain. It was at this juncture;
she came across Project Jaagruti which opened up a world
of possibilities for her. Through constant interaction and
guidance from the field coordinators of the project, she
learnt about various avenues for livelihood generation and
subsequently attended a 90-day Thematic Skill Training
program on how to set up and run a poultry farm in detail.
There she leaned about various aspects of managing a
poultry farm which include taking care of chickens, food to
be given, vaccination etc.

MAYA  BHAUSAHEB WAGMANE
 Beed, Maharashtra
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With a seed fund of 16000 rupees from CBM, Maya started a
poultry farm with 10 chickens. Within no time she was able to
increase it to 20. She now sells eggs and, on an average, earns
3500 rupees per month. However, Maya’s journey did not stop
with the poultry business. Now she is a member of the group -
Organization of Persons with Disabilities (OPD). Maya says,
“The people who never spoke to me and mocked me are now
coming to me to seek advice. I am guiding people in managing
the poultry business; they come to me with a variety of
questions and answering them boosts my confidence. I have
now gained much popularity and respect in the village.” 

Maya managed to overcome her low self-esteem levels with
will-power and confidence. As she wakes up in the morning to
take care of her chickens, Maya shares that she is motivated
every day to work hard and realize her dreams.
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Going forward, she also aspires to help her family by
contributing to agricultural expenses.  Maya states,
“whenever, I earn a surplus I aspire to save this income and
use it for other purposes.” Maya envisions a long way for
herself, where she does not want to be limited to the poultry
business alone but has plans of starting incense stick and
candle making business by taking loan from the OPD. 

“I aspire to run the business by securing support of members
of the OPD. By working as a collective unit all of us (OPD
members) can undertake small ventures and succeed.” 

She speaks with firm conviction when she says, “If a disabled
person like me can do all of this despite of my inability, so can
everyone. All that we need is support and guidance. The
intervention of CBM, through Project Jaagruti has provided me
with the needful guidance because of which I am a self-reliant
entrepreneur today!” 

“If a disabled person like me can do all of this despite of my inability, so can everyone" - Maya.
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